INSTALLATION WITH METAL POSTS
(TYPICAL)

PLACE 100# MINIMUM ROCK OR CONCRETE AFTER
THE FENCE FABRIC IS STRETCHED

2.5 GAUGE WIRES
SLAID TO STAY AND BOTTOM WIRE

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
GAP BEFORE PLACING
TIE DOWN
TYPE 6-1/2’
TYPE 7-6”
TYPE G-1”

WHEN VERTICAL
ALIGNMENT CHANGES
OVER 3 FT IN 10 FT USE
LINE BRACE

18’ MIN

CONCRETE

CORNER POST

TYPICAL SAG SECTION

TYPICAL VERTICAL ALIGNMENT CHANGE

NOTE: LAP THE 50 INCH MESH WIRE 4 INCH
TIE OR CLAMP 50 INCH MESH WIRE
TOGETHER. THE SPACING NOT TO
EXCEED 2 FT SPANS OF CONNECTING.

USE CORNER POSTS WITH DEVIATIONS
GREATER THAN 15 DEGREES

HIGHWAY
RW

PRIVATE PROPERTY

DEER COUNTRY

DEER BARRIER ON CURVES
SEE NOTE 6 STD DWG FG 2A

CATTLE PASS FENCE DETAIL

8 FT SPACE BETWEEN
POSTS IN THIS AREA

CORNER BRACE

TERMINAL BRACE

8 FT SPACE BETWEEN
LINE POST

POST & WIRE LOCATION
PLACE WIRE TO PULL AGAINST POST

POST & WIRE LOCATION
PLACE WIRE TO PULL AGAINST POST

TYPICAL POST & WIRE LOCATION

TYPICAL):